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Abstract. As laboratory experiments for the detection of particles with non-zero rest 
masses forming the dark matter do not give positive results we offer once more to turn the 
attention upon the neutrinos background of the Universe. If the neutrinos background has 
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their high density allows hope for the success indirect observations. In consequence of this 
the field theory is constructed as the maximum plausible reduction of the Feynman 
formulation of the quantum theory displaying experiment data adequately.  
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1. Introduction 
At present it is come to its close the enthusiasm concerned with the detection of vector bosons 
+W , −W , oZ  which are responsible for the weak interaction and are predicted by theoretically. In 
the first place we note that not a fundamental scalar particle (for example: the Higgs boson, the 
axion [1]) is detected although there is the set of the composite scalar (pseudoscalar) mesons 
(hadrons with spin 0). What is more we do not know anything about the graviton (the fundamental 
tensor boson with spin 2) which must be responsible for the gravitational interaction in the 
quantum theory by definition. At the same time there are a major number of the observed 
fundamental fermions with spin 1/2, if we shall relate the color quarks together with leptons to this 
class. Thereby experimental data hint at the existence of the fundamental Universe property 
concerned with the spin nature of elementary particles which must be laid in the foundations of 
physical theory. 
Quite possibly that by the construction of theory it is necessary to reverse the concept of vacuum 
regarding hadrons as holes in the quark sea of particles being in the ground (degenerate) state by 
the temperature GeVT 1310~ −o  (we shall use the system of units ( ) 12/ == ch π , where h is the 
Planck constant and c is the velocity of light), the estimation of which may be the temperature of 
the cosmic microwave background detected by Penzias and Wilson in 1964 [2]. As it is known the 
fact, what the vacuum energy density of electromagnetic field was the negative one, awaken the 
hope at Casimir to construct the model of the extended elementary particles in the form of spheres 
in which the Coulomb repulsion is placed in equilibrium with the attraction, connected with zero-
point oscillations of vacuum [3]. The Casimir energy, calculated by the computer, proved the 
positive one and was equal to ( )rE 2/09235,0+=  ( r  is the sphere radius) [4]. Thus it had to seek 
the other causes explaining a stability of elementary particles what causes us to remember the 
Dirac hypothesis 1930 about the existence of the electron sea with the negative energy. In our 
opinion the degenerate fermions pressure of the ground (vacuum) state can be the main cause, not 
allowing a fermion, having the charge, “is inflated”. 
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The offered hypothesis by us explains both the confinement (within hadrons the confinement of 
color quarks which’s we shall consider as exited states of ground fermions) and the asymptotic 
freedom (within hadrons at small distances (where the effective temperature is high enough) the 
conduct of color quarks as freedom particles). In the degenerate state ground fermions of Universe, 
generating Fermi and Bose liquids, are weakly-interacting particles, but it is not excluded by the 
interaction with hadrons their exhibition as color fermions – ghosts [5]. We do not exclude also the 
possibility, that in the form of the Fermi liquid they must be considered as right neutrinos and left 
antineutrinos with the sufficiently high Fermi energy. It must be exhibited in the absence of these 
particles by weak interactions of low energies (a mirror asymmetry). Thus for example, it can be 
interpreted a lepton production upon a charged pion decay as a freezing-out of color degrees of 
freedom what is expressed in the form of the spontaneous breaking of the ( )3SU  symmetry 
characterizing the interaction of color quarks to the ( ) ( )12 USU ×  symmetry characterizing the 
electroweak interactions of leptons. 
Naturally, that the color plasma frequency, defined by the energy of the compound scalar boson 
having the minimal mass, allows to give the crude estimation of the density 
332 10~~ GeVmmn q
−πo  ( GeVm 110~ −π  is a mass of pion, qm  is a mass of light quark 
( GeVmq
12 1010~ −− ÷ )) ground fermions of Universe. 
As stated above in spite of all attempts fundamental scalar particles was unable to detect 
(supporters of an existence of scalar Higgs bosons await the starting time of the large hadron 
collider at CERN due at 2008, but it is necessary to note that they have the justification for the 
negative outcome even if in the subsequent increase of this particles rest masses) and all familiar 
scalar particles are compound ones (scalar mesons). This problem attracts an attention more and 
the more so, that the Lagrangian of scalar fields in the standard electro-weak model has obviously 
the macroscopic nature which is necessary for the actuation of the mechanism of the spontaneous 
breaking of symmetry. The similar mechanism [6] of the spontaneous breaking of symmetry was 
considered in the theory of superconductivity for Cooper pairs and it would be logically to use 
pairs from ground fermions of Universe instead of scalar particles in standard electro-weak model. 
It can be remove questions on the infinitesimal of the interaction constant of the charged fermions 
with the scalar field and its dependence from their flavors [7]. 
In the elementary particles physics the spontaneous breaking of symmetry, realized by compound 
fields and having the name of the dynamic breaking of symmetry, was considered with 1961 in 
works of many authors (the literature on this subject can be taken in papers [8,9]). In connection 
with this it must be noted the work [9], in which in our opinion are made the important 
commentaries on the role of the quark condensate in order to make hadrons massive ones. Let us 
note that the mass problem in the gauge theory of arbitrary interactions was the urgent one only for 
three fundamental particles: +W , −W , oZ . The photon and gluons are massless particles. The 
other bosons are compound ones and the entire problem with masses transfers to fermions for 
which’s it do not exist simply. In consequence of this it was necessary to decide the question on 
the mass nature only for W+, W-, Zº bosons what we are doing, advancing the hypothesis on the 
major background of Universe particles which’s exist in the ground state and which’s manifest 
itself in the weak interaction [10]. 
The large density of particles in the Universe interacting only weakly is confirmed also by the 
considerable value ( GeV210~ ) of rest masses Wm  and Zm  accordingly of  
±W -bosons and oZ -
boson generating the weak interaction. Here for a vacuum we have the analog of the first-kind 
superconductor with the large coherence length (its role can be played the value oH1 , giving the 
estimation to the length of a free run of particle in “vacuum” (the Hubble constant 
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GeVH 4210~ −o  )) and with the small London penetration depth of the weak field (the value Zm1  
can play its role) [11]. Using the analog of the known formula [12] for the London penetration 
depth of the magnetic field ( ( )222 4 gncm ppL πλ = , where Lλ  is the London penetration depth, 
GeVmp
910 1010~ −− ÷  is the mass of the Cooper pair (we consider that νmm p ~  , where νm  is 
the supposed rest mass of the electron neutrino), 12 1010~ −− ÷g  is the charge of the Cooper pair), 
we can do the crude estimation of the density of the Cooper pairs: 3310~~ GeVnn p
−
o . 
Moreover it can obtain this estimation of density on  using the kinetic relation connecting the mean 
free path of charged particles in a vacuum with the density of Universe ground neutrinos, if we 
shall take into account only the weak interaction. We shall use the known empirical relation [13] 
3πmGH N ≈o  considering that the Hubble constant (also as before) gives the estimation oH1  the 
mean free path ( )νσonl 1~  of a particle in a vacuum ( νσ  is the scattering cross-section of a 
neutrino on a charged particle) and taking into account the interpretation given before for the 
gravitation constant 23810~ −− GeVGN  ( 22~ νν ασ TGG FN ∝  [14], 210~ −α  is the fine structure 
constant, 2510~ −− GeVGF  is the Fermi constant, GeVT 1310~ −ν  is the temperature of Universe 
ground neutrinos). Let us note what in this case it can not assume giant fluxes of high energy 
neutrinos from astrophysical sources for the explanation of the observable flux of events of cosmic 
rays of ultrahigh energies within the scope of the Z-burst mechanism (the Z-burst mechanism is 
the mechanism of the generation of cosmic rays of ultrahigh energies in a result of an annihilation 
of a high energy neutrino (under which we shall imply antineutrinos, too) on an neutrino 
background of the Universe) [15]. 
The Hubble constant may be connect also with the shielding length of the electromagnetic field in 
a vacuum because of the photon scattering by virtual charged particles the high density of which’s 
is supported by the presence of Universe ground particles. As is known [16] the last astronomical 
data caused to introduce such notion as the dark energy endowing some of matter properties 
(energy, pressure) on the bare vacuum in addition to the available dark matter which was 
introduced before for the explanation of the non-standard behavior of galaxies [1]. This notion 
(and instead of it the more careful notion – the quintessence) was called to conserve the standard 
Friedman model of the expanding Universe, but many its problems remain not solved up to now. 
Specifically it is the planeness problem (the space curvature close to zero) and the horizon problem 
(the high degree of isotropism of cosmic microwave background from causal free regions of the 
Universe) [1]. In the Einstein theory because of the gravitational instability of a matter with a low 
density this facts are difficult to explain. 
In our opinion it necessary to make the more radical decision, namely to support Hubble doubts 
[17] in regard to the explanation of the red frequency shift of an electromagnetic radiation of 
distant galaxies at the expense of its recession (Hubble assumed the photon ageing) and to return 
to the construction of the stationary model of the Universe. As was said before for this it is 
necessary to revise cardinally the matter quantity, considering that the greater its part exist in the 
degenerate state, characterized by the low temperature. If it will adopt for its estimation the 
temperature of the cosmic microwave background in the Universe, then for this we receive 
sufficient basis. Moreover namely the role of irreversible processes in the Universe become 
principal one by the construction its stationary model. It allows looking at new on Hoyle and 
Narlikar hypothesis [18] on the dependence of elementary particle masses on space-time 
coordinates.  
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2. The maximum plausible functions 
It is obvious that a fundamental problem solution of an arbitrary physical system description is run 
into information incompleteness about a Universe matter. It causes us to make use of a probability 
interpretation of field functions for a production of a model-independent solution of its problem. 
Naturally that for this aim the Feynman formulation [19] of the quantum theory is more attractive 
one. As a result the classical description must satisfy the requirement of the maximum probability.  
We note that in the twentieth century it was made largely attempts to break down the determinism 
which firmly established in the science to the nineteenth century close. Certainly the quantum 
mechanics inserted the principal contribution in this, the formation of which was initiated by 
results of experiments in atomic and nuclear physics. But and in the base of bases in which the 
determinism was founded - in the classical mechanics - it was marked “disadvantages” causing to 
the loss of illusions [20]. Despite the fact that with illusions were finished it is difficult to give up 
the determinism idea, as the planning of the physical experiments was based on the accounts 
relying on the methods which appeared in the science during the determinism domination.  
In the first place to these methods it is necessary to attribute the infinitesimal calculus. It is 
difficult to overestimate the successes in the field. We can indicate only at a field of mathematics - 
the Lie group theory - which exercised the huge influence on all theoretical physics. Of course, 
here the useful results can be received owing to the “good” properties of the used spaces (it is used 
the Hausdorff spaces in spite of the quantum nature of laws acting in the microcosm). What is 
more the availability of the smooth congruence's which are the solutions of differential equations 
plays the important role in the Lie group theory. At the same time in the quantum mechanics the 
existence of the elementary particles paths are negated. In consequence of this instead of the Lie 
derivatives it is becoming necessary to use the more general operators which can induce the more 
general algebraic structures in comparison with the Lie groups. Specifically it can be the Lie local 
loops [21] which's allow to take into account the absence of the determinism in the real physical 
processes.  
Note that the description non-adequacy of the physical systems by the smooth fields in the 
differentiable manifolds lead to the necessity to give the probabilistic interpretation to the 
geometrical objects. In consequence of this we shall consider the solutions of the differential 
equations only as the maximum likelihood functions used for the description of these systems. Of 
course by this we take account of laws acting in the microcosm and regard them more the 
fundamental ones than those which are used for the description of macroscopic bodies motions. 
We shall rely on the approach suggested by Schrödinger [22] which introduced the set of the 
unorthogonal to each other wave-functions describing the unspreading wave packet for a quantum 
oscillator. Later Glauber [23] showed a scope for a description of coherent phenomena in the 
optics by the Schrödinger introduced states and it was he who called them as coherent ones. This 
approach received the further development in Perelomov's work's who proposed the definition of 
the generalized coherent states specifically as the states arising by the action of the representation 
operator of a some transformation group on any fixed vector in the space of this representation 
[24]. It is what allows giving the physical interpretation to the gauge transformations by our 
opinion as the transformations inducing the generalized coherent states, which are characterized by 
the continuous and possibly hidden parameters [25]. 
Let us to consider the packet ( ){ }ωΨ  of functions and let the substitutions 
 ( )Ψ+Ψ=Ψ+Ψ→Ψ Tδδ                                                             (1)    
 
are the most general infinitesimal ones where Tδ  are infinitesimal operators of a transition. We 
draw smooth curves through the common point rM∈ω  with the assistance of which we define the 
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corresponding set of vector fields ( ){ }ωδξ . Further we define the deviations of fields ( )ωΨ  in the 
point rM∈ω  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )Ψ−Ψ=Ψ=Ψ δξδδδ TXo                                                           (2) 
 
and we shall require that these deviations were minimal ones even if in “the mean”. If we state the 
task – to find the smooth fields ( )ωΨ  in the studied domain rΩ  of the parameters space rM   then 
it can turn out to be unrealistic one (possibly r >> 1 and possibly r  → ∞). That’s precisely 
therefore the task of the finding of the restrictions ( )xΨ  on the manifold nM  
( rnMMx rn ≤⊂∈ , ). 
Let the square of the semi-norm ( )ΥX  has the form as the following integral  
 
( ) ( )∫∫
ΩΩ
ΨΨ=Λ=Α
nn
VdXXVd nn ρκ .                                                      (3) 
 
(we shall name Α as an action and Λ as a Lagrangian also as in the field theory). Here and further 
κ  is a constant; ( )xρρ =  is the density matrix ( 1tr =ρ , ρρ =+ , the top index  “+” is the symbol 
of the Hermitian conjugation) and the bar means the generalized Dirac conjugation which must 
coincide with the standard one in particular case that is to be the superposition of Hermitian 
conjugation and the spatial inversion of the space-time 4M . Solutions ( )xΨ  (and even one 
solution) of equations, which are being produced by the requirement of the minimality of the 
integral (20) can be used for the construction of the all set of functions ( ){ }xΨ  (generated by the 
transition operator). 
Of course for this purpose we can use the analog of the maximum likelihood method employing 
for the probability amplitude, but not for the probability as in the mathematical statistics. As is 
known [19], according to the Feynman's hypothesis the probability amplitude of the system 
transition from the state ( )xΨ  in the state ( )x′Ψ′  equal to the following integral  
 
( ) ( )
( )
( )( )∫ ∑∫∫
∫
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ΔΨΛΨΨΨ
=ΨΑ=ΨΨ
−
=
−
∞→
ΨΨΩ
1
1
11
',
exp......
exp',
lim
N
k
kkNkN
N
VxidddI
DiK
                                  (4) 
 
( 12 −=i ; the constant NI  is chosen so that the limit is existing). Therefore the functions ( )xΨ , 
received from the requirement of the minimality of the action Α, are also the maximum likelihood 
ones only. In this approach the Lagrangian Λ plays the more fundamental role than differential 
equations which are received from it.  
Let )(...1 xniiη  are the basic n-vector components of the affine connection space nM  [26], ( )xkijΓ  
are the components of the internal connection (here and further Latin indices i, j, k, …  will run the 
values of integers from 1 to n) , i∇  is the symbol of the covariant derivative in regard to the 
connection ( )xkijΓ . We shall consider the domain nn M⊂Ω  bounded by the hypersurface 1−Ωn  
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covered by one map. Let us to introduce just one more the symbol of the covariant derivative oi∇  
in regard to the connection  )(xkij
oΓ  given on nΩ  such what .,0...1 kjikijjji n ooo Γ=Γ=∇ η   
We write the generalization Stokes formula [27]: 
 
,11
11
1
11
11
...
...
...
... ∫∫
ΩΩ
−
−
−
−
− ∂=
n
nn
nn
n
n
n
iii
iii
ii
ii dWdW ττ                                              (5) 
 
where )(
11... xW nii −  are the tensor field components, 
11... −niidτ  is the form of the hypersurface 1−Ωn  
volume and nn iiid 11... −τ  is the form of the domain nΩ  volume. Let jjii TT = , where the components 
k
ijT  of the affine strain tensor [26] are defined in the form 
k
ij
k
ij
k
ijT
oΓ−Γ=  and besides let 
.11
11
...
...
nn
n
n iii
ii
i WW −−= η  As [27] 
 
,...... 11 Vdd n
iiii nn ητ =      ,)( 1...... 1111 VdNNd niiiiii nnnn −−− = εητ                               (6)                
 
where )(xN
ni  is the normal to the hypersurface ,1−Ωn  1)( ±=Nε  is the indicator of the vector 
,
niN  
nii ...1η  is the n-vector being the relative one to the basic n-vector, and 
 
,
11
11
11
11
...
...
...
... n
n
n
n
n
nnn
nn
nn
nn i
i
i
i
i
iiii
iii
iii
iii WWWWW ooo Γ+∂=∇=∇=∂ −−−− ηη  
 
then the formula (5) can be written in the form 
 
∫ ∫
−Ω Ω
− −∇=
1
.)()( 1
n n
n
n VdWTWVdNNW n
i
i
i
ini
i ε                                      (7) 
 
We received the generalization of Green formula in a non-homogeneous space, which will be used 
for the derivation of field equations and conservation laws. 
Let NnE +  is the vector fiber space with the base nM  and with the projection Nπ , ( )xΨ  is the 
section of the vector bundle NnE + , i∇  is the symbol of the covariant derivative in regard to the 
connections ( )xkijΓ  and ( )xiΓ . Let us to consider a variation of an action Α in regard to following 
arbitrary infinitesimal substitutions: 
 
,,, Ψ∇+Ψ∇→Ψ∇Ψ+Ψ→Ψ→ iiixx oo δδ              
 
where 
 
,Ψ−Ψ∇=Ψ∇ ooo δδδ iii T                                                       (8) 
 
by this the changes )(xΨoδ  of functions must be reduced in zero on a bound 1−Ωn  of a domain 
nΩ . Let a Lagrangian Λ depend on covariant derivatives of fields ( )xΨ  not over the first order. 
As a result a variation of an action is written in the form: 
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.∫∫
∫
ΩΩ
Ω
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂∇+Ψ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∂∇
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Ψ∇Ψ∂∇
Λ∂+ΨΨ∂
Λ∂=Α
nn
n
VdTVd
Vd
n
i
i
i
in
i
i
ni
i
ooo
ooo
δδδ
δδδ
             (9) 
 
Using the formula (7) we transform the last integral of the expression (9) in the integral on a 
surface which will equal to zero in consequence of a conversion in zero changes )(xΨoδ  on this 
surface. Thus for arbitrary changes )(xΨoδ  of functions in a domain nΩ  a variation Αoδ  of the 
action Α can be converted in zero only by the following condition:  
 
.0=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∂∇
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂
i
i                                                         (10) 
 
Solving given equations it can receive the maximum plausible functions ( )xΨ  describing the 
states of physical systems induced by operators of a transition ( )ΨTδ . The total packet of functions 
can be received only with the formula (1). 
 
3. The realizations of Lie local loops 
In order to obtain a classical theory the field number must be a minimum one and a sufficient one 
at the same time for a description of a closed physical system naturally in limits of parameter 
changes which’s are possible ones for tests. Precisely in consequence of the latter it’s enough to 
use the Lie local loop of infinitesimal substitutions of field functions. 
The set Q, considered together with a binary operation β, is named as the groupoid and is labeled 
by ( )βQ . The groupoid ( )βQ  is named as the quasi-group, if the equations: ,),( bxa =β  
bay =),(β  are solvable for any ( )βQba ∈,  always and what is more in a unique fashion [28]. 
The quasi-group ( )βQ  with the unit is named as the loop, that is in the loop there is an element 
( )βQe∈  such that for any elements ( )βQba ∈,  are satisfied identities: ,),( aae =β  .),( beb =β  
The loop and the group will be labeled by the symbol G . If for any three elements from G the 
correlation 
 
)),(,()),,(( cbacba ββββ =                                                    (11) 
 
(the associativity axiom) is satisfied then G is named as the group. In this case the binary operation 
is written also in the form: .),( abba =β  The one-to-one mapping of the set Q onto oneself is 
named as the substitution of set Q. The operation Β is named the isotopic one to the operation β, or 
the isotope of β, if there is the ternary of substitutions  i, j, k of set Q such that 
),(),( 1 jyixkyx β−=Β  for any ( )βQyx ∈, . There is the theorem: Each quasi-group is isotopic to 
some loop [28]. 
The loop ( )βQ  will be named as the local one if the binary operation β is given for some pairs of 
elements from a neighbourhood of unit only. If in addition to it, Q is the differentiable manifold 
and β is the differentiable operation then ( )βQ  is named as the local Lie loop. Mal’tsev [21] 
introduced the notion of the local Lie loop in 1955 year. In 1964 year Kikkawa [29] proofed that in 
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an each point neighbourhood of an affine connection space it can defined the multiplication 
operation relative to which this neighbourhood becomes the local Lie loop. Let M is the 
topological space and G is the local loop. We shall name the topological space M as the local 
quasi-homogeneous one, if the local loop )( oxG  acts transitively in .)( MxU ⊂o  If the loop G acts 
transitively on M, then we shall name M as the quasi-homogeneous space [30].  
Let NnE +  is the vector fiber space with the base nM  and the projection Nπ , )(xΨ  is the arbitrary 
section of fibre bundle NnE + , i∂  is the partial derivative symbol. Let us to consider the 
infinitesimal substitutions defining the vector space mapping of the neighbour points x and xx δ+  
( ,Ux∈  ,Uxx ∈+δ  nMU ⊂ ) and holding the possible linear dependence between vectors. We 
write given substitutions as: 
 
),()()()()(' Ψ+Ψ=Ψ+Ψ=+Ψ xTxxxxx δδδ .                                      (12) 
 
By this the vector field change in consequence of the transition in the neighbour point has the 
form: )()()( xxxxx i
i Ψ∂≈Ψ−+Ψ δδ  and the change of the field Ψ in the point xx δ+  will equal 
 
).(),()]()([)()('
)()(')(
xxxTxxxxxx
xxxxxx
i
i Ψ∂−Ψ≈Ψ−+Ψ−Ψ−+Ψ=
=+Ψ−+Ψ=+Ψ
δδδδ
δδδδo                
 
Further we shall denote 
 
( ) ).(),()( xxxTXx ii Ψ∂−Ψ=Ψ=Ψ δδδδo                                             (13) 
 
Let the formula (12) defines the infinitesimal substitution of the Lie local loop ( )xGr  moreover 
the unit e of the Lie local loop, the co-ordinates of which equal to zero, corresponds to the identity 
substitution. Then the infinitesimal substitutions of the Lie loop in co-ordinates are written as 
 
),()( xxxxxx ia
aiiii ξδωδ +=+→                                            (14) 
 
),,()()()( Ψ+Ψ→Ψ xTxxx AaaAA δω                                        (15) 
 
where xi are the co-ordinates of the point x, ii xx δ+  are the co-ordinates of the point xx δ+ , 
)(xAΨ  are the components of the vector field ( )xΨ  and )(xaδω  are the components of the 
infinitesimal vector field )(xδω  being the section of the vector fibre bundle rnE +  with the base 
nM  and with the projection rπ  (here and further Latin indices a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h will run the 
values of integers from 1 to r  and Latin capital indices A, B, C, D, E  will run the values of 
integers from 1 to N).  
As a result the formula (13) is rewritten in the following form: 
 
),(Ψ=Ψ aa Xδωδo                                                       (16) 
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where ( ) Ψ∂−Ψ=Ψ iiaaa TX ξ)(  or in the co-ordinates ( ) .)( AiiaAaAa TX Ψ∂−Ψ=Ψ ξ  In the general 
case a type of geometrical objects can do not conserving with the similar substitutions. Therefore 
below we shall consider only such substitutions which are conserving a type of geometrical 
objects. 
In first in the formula (16) it ought to become to the covariant derivative. Let 
 
( ) ),()( AiiaAaaAaaA LX Ψ∇−Ψ=Ψ=Ψ ξδωδωδo                                 (17) 
 
where 
 
( ) ( ) ,BABiiaAaAa TL ΨΓ+Ψ=Ψ ξ            ,BABiAiAi ΨΓ+Ψ∂=Ψ∇           
 
and we demand that )(ΨAaL  and )(xiaξ  should be the components of intermediate [26] tensor 
fields. Hence if )(xΨ  are the components of the vector field then )()( xx Ψ+Ψ oδ  also are the 
components of the vector field. 
We shall name the fields )(ΨaX  as the generators of the Lie local loop ( )xGr , if the 
multiplication ][ ba XX  satisfies the following two axioms: 
 
0][][ =+ abba XXXX ,    0]][[]][[]][[ =++ bacacbcba XXXXXXXXX .              (18) 
 
If 
 
.][ c
c
ababbaba XCXXXXXX =−=                                            (19) 
 
( ) ,BABaAa LL Ψ=Ψ  
 
then the intermediate tensor fields )(xL ABa  and )(x
i
aξ  must satisfy to the following correlations: 
 
,ACc
c
ab
A
ijC
j
b
i
a
A
Cai
i
b
A
Cbi
i
a
A
Ba
B
Cb
A
Bb
B
Ca LCRLLLLLL −=−∇−∇+− ξξξξ       
 
,2 kc
c
ab
k
ij
j
b
i
a
k
ai
i
b
k
bi
i
a CS ξξξξξξξ −=−∇−∇                         
 
where
 
( )xS kij  are the components of the torsion tensor and ( )xR AijC  are the curvature tensor 
components of the connection ).(xACiΓ  The components ( )xC cab , alternating on down indices 
owing to (19) of the structural tensor, must satisfy in consequence of (18) to the generalized Jacobi 
identities 
 
0[][][ =+∇− ecijjbiaebciiae dcdab RCCC ξξξ                                        (20) 
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( )(xR eijc  are the curvature tensor components of the connection )(x
b
aiΓ ). 
Note that if the Lie local loop ( )xGr  operates in the space of the affine connection as transitively 
so and effectively (n = r), then choosing the components kaξ  of the intermediate tensor field 
equaled to the Kronecker symbols kaδ  it can show that the correlations (20) become in the Ricci 
identity [26] when cab
c
ab SC 2= . 
 
4. Noether theorem and gauge fields 
We demand that the action Α was the invariant one with respect to the infinitesimal substitutions 
(14) and (15) of the local Lie loop ( )xGr  conserving the type of geometrical objects. Taking 
account of the formula (6) we write the n-dimensional volume element Vd n  in the form 
 
....)()( 21 nnn dxdxdxxVdxVd ηη == o                             
 
By infinitesimal substitutions (14) the volume element Vd no  is changed as 
 ( ) .Vd
x
VdVd ni
i
a
a
nn ooo ∂
∂+→ ξδω                                  
 
Let us to consider the corresponding variation of the action (3): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ) .Vd niaaiiaaiiin ooo ξδωηξδωηηδδδ Λ∂+∂Λ+⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Ψ∇Ψ∇∂
Λ∂+ΨΨ∂
Λ∂=Α ∫
Ω
          (21) 
 
Taking account of the condition (8) we write the expression (21) as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) VdITIX naiaiaiaiaaiin∫Ω ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +∇−Ψ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∇∂
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂=Α δωδωδωδ , 
 
where 
 
( ) ( )ΨΨ∇∂
Λ∂−Λ−= a
i
i
a
i
a XI ξ .                          
 
In that case when arbitrary parameters aδω  are constants we receive only the following 
correlations from the requirement of the action (3) invariance in regard to substitutions (14) and 
(15) (Noether theorem): 
 
( ) ( ) iaiiaiaii ITIX −∇=Ψ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∇∂
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂  ,                                     (22) 
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в противном случае мы получаем дополнительно жесткие ограничения на лагранжиан: 
0=iaI . 
So that the appearance of stringent restrictions can be excluded on a Lagrangian when 0≠∇ aiδω  
we introduce its dependence on additional fields B(x), the changes of which’s contain the covariant 
derivatives of infinitesimal parameters ( )xaiδω∇ , in consequence of this they are named as gauge 
fields. Let  
 
               ( ) tr ++ = BBBB ρ                                                           (23) 
 
in the Lagrangian (3). 
Further fields )(xΨ  we shall name as prime ones. Considering the factorization on the local Lie 
loop ( )xGr , we denote the components of the gauge fields )(xB  as: )(xBca  (Greek indices take 
on values which’s not concretized on account of foregoing). By this the transformation low of 
gauge fields )(xB  must have the form: 
 
c
i
i
b
bccc BBBB αααα ξδωδ ∂++→ o  ,                                            (24) 
 
where the changes cBαδo  in a point nMx∈  are defined by the equality 
 
).()( BZBUB icb
b
i
c
b
bc ααα δωδωδ ∇+=o                     
 
Here and further )(BU cbα  and )(BZ icbα  are arbitrary functions of gauge fields which’s ought to be 
defined. 
Let us to study the action 
 
( ) ( ) ,,,,∫
Ω
∇Ψ∇ΨΛ=Α
n
VdBBB nkitt oη                                   (25) 
 
which we shall note the total one by substitutions (14), (15), (24). We demand that the action is the 
invariant one in regard to considering substitutions. Taking account of the parameters arbitrariness 
,aδω  aiδω∇ , aji δω)( ∇∇  and also the identity ,0ln =Γ−∂+ kkiiiT η  we receive the following 
correlations: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ,0
2
1
1
=∂∇
Λ∂+Ψ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∂∇
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂+
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂∇
Λ∂∇−∂
Λ∂+⎟⎟⎠
⎞Λ+∂∇
Λ∂+
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Λ+∂∇
Λ∂+ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂∇
BZ
B
RX
BU
BB
BU
B
XTBU
B
X
kc
bc
i
tb
ikaa
i
t
i
t
c
ac
i
t
ic
ti
at
c
ac
i
t
a
i
t
i
i
at
c
ac
i
t
a
i
t
i
γ
γ
γ
γγ
γ
γ
γ
γ
η
ηξ
ξ
                   (26) 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,0
ln
=−−∇+∂∇
Λ∂
+∂
Λ∂+ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+Λ
BZSBZTBZBU
B
B
BZX
B
BZ
jc
b
k
ij
kc
bi
kc
bi
c
b
k
ic
i
t
c
tkc
bb
k
t
c
kc
b
k
bt
αααα
α
α
α
α
α
δ
ηξ
                       (27) 
 
( ) ( ) .0=∂∇
Λ∂+∂∇
Λ∂ BZ
B
BZ
B
ic
bc
k
tkc
bc
i
t α
α
α
α
                                       (28) 
 
Further we shall consider that the basic density ( )xη  of the space nM  is connected with the gauge 
fields )(xB  by the following equations: 
 
( ) .0ln =+∂
∂ k
bc
kc
b B
BZ ξη
α
α                                                     (29) 
 
We shall take account by the making of the gauge field’s equations that the total Lagrangian Λt 
depends on covariant derivatives of these fields not higher of the first order. Let us to consider the 
variation of the total action (25) in regard on the following arbitrary infinitesimal substitutions: 
 
,,,,, ci
c
i
c
i
ccc
ii BBBBBBxx αααααα δδ ∇+∇→∇+→Ψ∇→Ψ∇Ψ→Ψ→ oo  
 
where ( ) ( ) ,cicici BTBB ααα δδδ ooo −∇=∇  By this the changes of fields functions )(xBcαδo  must equal 
to zero on the boundary 1−Ωn  of the domain nΩ . As a result the action variation is written as: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) .1 VdBBTBBVdBBB
VdB
B
B
B
n
c
c
i
t
i
c
c
i
t
in
c
c
i
t
ic
t
n
c
ic
i
tc
c
t
t
nn
n
∫∫
∫
ΩΩ
Ω
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∇∂
Λ∂−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∇∂
Λ∂∇+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∇∂
Λ∂∇−∂
Λ∂
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∇∇∂
Λ∂+∂
Λ∂=Α
α
α
α
α
α
αα
α
α
α
α
δδδηη
δηδηδ
ooo
oooo
  (30) 
 
We transform the last integral in the formula (30) on the Green theorem (7) in the surface integral 
 
( ) ( )∫−Ω −∇∂
Λ∂
1
,1
n
VdNNB
B ni
c
c
i
t εδ α
α
o                               
 
which becomes zero on account of the equality to zero of changes cBαδo  of gauge fields )(xB  on 
this surface. Thus for arbitrary changes cBαδo  the variation tΑoδ  of the total action tΑ  can 
becomes zero only then if there are the following equations of gauge fields: 
 
.0ln =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂∇
Λ∂∇−∂
Λ∂+∂
∂Λ c
i
t
ic
t
ct BBB ααα
η                                           (31) 
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Hence, contracting the expression (31) with ( )BZ kcbα , we receive 
 
,kb
ij
b
k
ij
ik
bi IHSH =−∇                                                   (32) 
 
where it are introduced the symbols: 
 
( ) ( ),BY
B
XI cbc
k
t
b
k
tk
bt
k
b α
α
ξ ∂∇
Λ∂−ΨΨ∂∇
Λ∂−Λ−=                                (33) 
 
( )BZ
B
HH jcac
i
tji
a
ij
a γ
γ∂∇
Λ∂=−= ,         ( ) ( ) ( )BZTBUBY icbicbcb ααα += . 
 
We note that here it were used the correlations (28). 
In adopted notation the correlations (26) having the form 
 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )BY
BB
X
TSTHRHITI
c
bc
i
t
ic
t
b
i
t
i
t
j
j
ikki
ik
b
c
ikb
ik
c
i
bi
i
bi
α
αα
η
η ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂∇
Λ∂∇−∂
Λ∂+Ψ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Ψ∂∇
Λ∂∇−Ψ∂
Λ∂
++∇−=−∇
1
2
1
                   (34) 
 
can be named the generalized differential laws of the conservation. Let us to note that the 
equations (34) are satisfied identically on extremals (10) and (31). The offered formalism can 
consider also and as the solutions (33) construction of differential equations (34). 
 
5. Polarization fields  
Further we concretize Greek indices replacing them by Latin indices a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h  so that the 
components )(xB  of gauge fields will be noted in the form )(xBca . 
Probably the rank of the density matrix ρ  equals n, but it is impossible to eliminate that the 
generally given equality is satisfied only approximately when some components of a density 
matrix can be neglected. In any case we shall consider that among fields baB  the mixtures
i
aΠ  were 
formed with non-zero vacuum means iah  which determine differentiable vector fields ( )xiaξ  for 
considered domain nΩ  as: 
 
i
b
b
a
i
a B ξ=Π                                                          (35) 
 
(fields ( )xiaξ  determine a differential of a projection πd  from rr M⊂Ω  in nΩ ). It allows to 
define a Riemannian space-time onM , the basic tensor ( )xgij  of which we shall introduce through 
a reduced density matrix ( )xρ′ . As a result it can be “to hide” a part of fields by a non-trivial 
geometrical structure. 
So let components jiρ  of a reduced density matrix ( )xρ′  are determined by the way: 
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⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ΠΠΠΠ=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= ++++ kbbkjaaikddcckjbba
a
i
j
i ξρξξρξρ  ,                              (36) 
 
and let fields 
 ( )lmlmjkikij gg ηρη )(=                                                       (37) 
 
are components of a tensor of a converse to the basic tensor of the space-time onM . By this 
components ( )xgij  of the basic tensor must be the solutions of following equations: 
 
j
kik
ij gg δ=                                                                (38) 
 
(hereinafter ijη  are metric tensor components of a tangent space to onM  and ikη  are determined as 
the solution of equations:  jkik
ij δηη = ; ijδ  are Kronecker deltas). 
Let us note the integral (3) in the following manner  
 
( ) ( )[ ]∫∫
ΩΩ
ΨΛ+Λ=Λ=Α
nn
VdBVd nntt 1o  ,                                       (39) 
 
where 
 
( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ΨΨ=ΨΨ=Λ + bc
c
ba
a
a
a
b
b BBDDXX κρκ1  ,                             (40) 
 
( ) ( )Ψ−Ψ∇=Ψ−=Ψ ciiccaccaa LBXBD ξ  .                                     (41) 
 
Let the fields ΨaD  change analogously to the fields ( )xΨ  in a point nMx∈ , then is  
 ( )Ψ∇−Ψ−Ψ=Ψ aiibccababba DDLDLD ξδωδo  ,                                (42) 
 
where the fields ( )xL cab  satisfy relations  
 
,edc
d
ab
e
ijc
j
b
i
a
e
cai
i
b
e
cbi
i
a
e
da
d
cb
e
db
d
ca LCRLLLLLL −=−∇−∇+− ξξξξ       
 
As a result we shall have 
  
( ) daiicdbbacbadcbdca BBLBCBY ∇−−= ξ  ,       ( ) kacbkcba BZ Π=δ                            (43) 
 
( baδ  are the Kronecker symbols).  
Since the action (39) must be invariant by infinitesimal substitutions of the Lie local loop rG , then 
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the Lagrangian ( )BoΛ  must depend on the gauge [10] (boson) fields ( )xB  by intensities ( )BF cab , 
having the form  
 ( )dabdaiibdbiiacdcab BBF Ξ+∇Π−∇ΠΘ=  ,                                       (44) 
 
where 
 ( )cacaaiibcbcb B βξδ −Π−=Θ  ,  ( ) ecddbcadaccbdbccaedeab CBBLBLBB −−=Ξ  .                (45) 
 
Hereinafter a selection of fields aiΠ  and acβ  are limited by the relations: 
 
i
j
i
a
a
j δ=ΠΠ  ,       iciaac h=ξβ  .                                             (46) 
 
Further it is convenient to use the following Lagrangian: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]geabbeagcdgdacgcadbeedbcbdecagdgecab ttttusssstsssstFF υυυκ −+−+−′=Λ 4oo        (47) 
 
( oκ′ , υ  are constants) [10]. If babas δ= , ababt η=  , ababu η=  ( abη are metric tensor components 
of the flat space and abη  are tensor components of a converse to basic one) then the given 
Lagrangian is most suitable one at the description of the hot matter (all matter states are equally 
likely), because it is most symmetrical one concerning intensities of the gauge fields cabF . What is 
more we shall require the realization of the correlations: 
 
0=+ dabdcdbadc LL ηη ,                                                      (48) 
 
that the transition operators bcaL  generate the symmetry which follows from the made assumptions.  
Let's connect non-zero vacuum means baβ  of gauge fields baB  with a spontaneous violation of a 
symmetry which we must consider as a phase transition with a formation a Bose condensate from 
fermions pairs. The transition to the stage of the matter evolution of the observable region of the 
space for which one it is possible to suspect the presence of cluster states of weakly interacting 
particles will be expressed in following formula for tensors bas , 
abt , abu  and 
a
ih : 
 
,bc
c
a
b
i
i
a
b
a hss εξξ +=       ,))(()()( dcbdacklbkalab tt ηεεηεε +=  
 ,dc
d
b
c
acd
d
j
c
i
j
b
i
aab hhuu ηξξηξξ +=           .)()( akkiai hh ε=                              (49)  
 
( ;,...,2,1,,,,;,...,2,1),...(),(),(),( rnnnedcbanlkji +++== r / r « 1), where fields ( )xh ji )( , taking 
into account the relations (49), are determined uniquely from equations: ik
i
a
a
k hh δ= . Similarly 
tensors ))(( jiη , abη  are determined from equations: )( )())(())(( ijkjki δηη = , accbab δηη = , while 
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tensors ))(( jiη , abη  are determined as follows: bkaiabki )()())(( εεηη = , dbcacdab εεηη = . We shall 
connect constants ai)(ε , abε  with a selection of the gauge fields ( )xaiΠ  recording them by in the 
form 
 
b
i
a
b
k
i
a
k
a
i Ρ+Φ=Π εε )()(                                                      (50) 
 
and let 0=abε . Besides we shall apply the decomposition of fields ( )xBab  in the form  
 
b
c
a
b
i
c
a
i
a
c AB ζζ +Π=  ,                                                        (51) 
 
where ac
b
a
b
c BA ξ= .  
Note that we decompose the physical system described by fields ( )xBab  on two subsystems. One of 
them described by fields ( )xiaΠ , will play the role of the slow subsystem. In addition components 
of intermediate tensor fields ( )xiaξ , ( )xbaξ , ( )xaiζ , ( )xabζ  should be connected by the relations: 
j
i
j
a
a
i δξζ = , 0=baai ξζ , 0=jaab ξζ , cbcaab δξζ = . That's precisely what will be the first step by the 
construction of the condensed description for the present stage of the matter evolution of the 
Universe observable region. So, considering the indistinguishability of physical states of weakly 
interacting particles we shall use the reduced set of fields ( ) ( ){ }xAx bcic ,Π  instead of the full set 
( ){ }xBac . Naturally, it is necessary to take into account that the constants performing the role of 
weighting coefficients such as NG1  ( NG is the gravitational constant) appear in the Lagrangian. 
 
6. The vector boson propagator 
Let 4=n , 2=υ , 2stu = , aiikcbkabcakc LLL )()( )()()( εε == , )( )()( )( kjaaikji LL ζ= , )( )()( )( kjaabkjb LL ζ= , and so 
that the full Lagrangian (39) will be rewritten as follows 
 
( ) [
( )],424
1,
)(
))((
)(
))((
)(
))((
)(
))((
)(
))((
)(
))((
))((
))((1
))(())((
))(())((
k
mk
i
ji
i
mk
k
ji
n
ml
k
ji
li
nk
b
mk
a
ji
ki
ba
mj
t
FFFFFF
EED
−+
++ΨΨΛ=Λ
ηηκ
ηηκη o
                   (52) 
 
where 
 
,, 21
2 tst ′=′= ooo κκκκ                                                      (53) 
 
( ) ,)( )()()( )()()()()()()(
)(
)()(
)(
)()()()(
)()(
)()(
)(
))((
k
il
l
j
k
jl
l
i
m
il
l
j
m
jl
l
i
k
m
k
ic
c
j
k
jc
c
i
n
j
m
i
l
mn
k
l
k
l
l
c
b
j
a
i
c
ab
k
ji
LL
LALAFhhFF
Φ−Φ+Φ∇Φ−Φ∇ΦΦ+
−=ΦΦΦ== εε
           (54) 
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,
)()(
)()(
)()(
))((
a
ij
b
i
a
bj
b
j
a
bi
c
j
b
i
a
cb
a
ij
a
ji
l
j
k
i
c
l
b
k
d
bc
a
d
l
j
k
i
a
lk
a
ij
CACACAACAA
FEE
+−++∇−∇
=ΦΦ=ΦΦ= εεξ
                        (55) 
 
,)()(
a
i
k
a
k
i εΠ=Φ       ,)()( jibjcibcbi AAA Φ=Π=                                    (56) 
 
d
b
e
a
g
ed
c
g
c
ba CC ζζξ=  , ( )eaidabiebdcecai CC ζζζξ ∇+=  , ( )cijcjidjbicbdacij CC a ζζζζξ ∇−∇+=  .    (57) 
 
As a result the equations of fields ( )xi j)(Φ  may be received in a standard manner [31] as the 
Einstein gravitational equations 
.
4
1
2
1
2
1
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ Λ−ΨΨ∂
Λ∂=−
b
nl
a
mj
mn
ik
b
kl
a
ij
jl
ba
iki
j
kj
j
jlm
lm
ik
j
jik
EEggEEg
gD
D
gRggR
ηκ
κ
o
                              (58) 
 
( lijkR is the curvature tensor of the connection 
k
ijΓ  of Riemannian space-time onM ; ( )πκ 41=o , 
( )NGπκ 1611 = ). Naturally, that the Einstein equations only show a physical state of a matter. All 
this confirms a capability for interpretations of fields ( )xi j)(Φ  or fields ( )xji )(Φ  as gravity 
potentials, but taking into account their dependence from properties of medium (vacuum), and also 
the opinion to consider components ( )xgij  of a metric tensor of the space-time by potentials of a 
gravitational field, it is meaningful to call ( )xi j)(Φ  and ( )xji )(Φ  by polarization fields. Precisely 
these fields describing the slow subsystem it can hide introducing the Riemannian structure of 
space-time, thereby we receive a possibility to apply the methods of differential geometry by the 
condensed description of physical systems not only in the cosmology, but and in the elementary 
particle physics [32]. 
Let's study an approaching, in which the space-time is possible to consider as a Minkowski space, 
the fields )(kiΦ , i k )(Φ  are constants and let 1=r , that assumes 0=cabC . For obtaining equations of 
fields ( )xAbi  in Feynman perturbation theory the calibration should be fixed. For this we shall add 
the following addend: 
 ( )( )blkblkbjibjiklijbbq ACqAACqAggq ooo −∂−∂=Λ 2κ  ,                              (59) 
 
to the Lagrangian (52), where bbbb qq η=o , bbii CC = . Besides let 
 
))(())(()(
)(
))(()(
)(
ji
b
b
a
kij
ka
kji
ka tTT ηεηη =+  .                                        (60) 
 
As a result of this equations of a vector field ( )xAbi  will be written as: 
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( ) ( )[ ] ,111 2 ooo κaiaiakjiakjiaikjjk IAmACCqAqAg =+−+∂∂−−∂∂              (61) 
 
where ( )a
jaa
ija
i A
g
I ∂
ΨΛ∂= η   and 
 
( )( ) ( ) kjjkaaa CCgtnnm −−−= ηκκ o221 212  .                                   (62) 
 
Notice that owing to the vacuum polarization ( 0≠iC ) the propagator of a vector boson has the 
rather cumbersome view [32] 
 
( ) ( ) [
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ,1
1
1 2222
2
12
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
−+−
+−+−−−
+−−= −
l
l
l
l
jijik
k
k
k
jiji
ijm
m
ij
Cpqmqpp
pCCpCpqmqppCCpp
q
gmpppD
oo
oo
o
                    (63) 
 
which is simplified and receives the familiar form  ( ( )2mppg kkij −− , kp  is the 4-momentum, 
and m is the mass of the vector boson) only in the Feynman calibration ( 1=oq ). This propagator 
allows to construct the renormalizable quantum theory of weak interactions ( ( ) 0→pDij , 
by ∞→p ), not attracting hypothetical scalar fields (the search of Higgs scalar bosons, forecasted 
in the standard model of electroweak interactions, is unsuccessful one for quite more quarter of a 
century). As a result it can make the conclusion that elementary particles must be considered right 
from the start as the compound physical systems for the correct description of which’s it is 
necessary to attract polarization fields too. Polarization fields may be interpreted as fields 
describing “coat” consisting of virtual particles and surrounding the original bare particle.  
 
7. Conclusion 
We suppose that the greater part of weakly interacting particles constituting the great background 
of Universe exist in the degenerate (basic) state inserting the minor contribution in the vacuum 
polarization for the estimation of which the space curvature is used. In consequence of the low 
temperature oT  of the Universe matter ground state (the density of the Universe matter ground 
state 3310~ GeVn −o ) the excited states of color fermions – the quarks in the form of baryons are 
distributed inhomogeneously and with a marginal density 44810~ GeVb
−ρ  ( bρ  is the energy 
density of the Universe baryon matter). Therefore the geometrical structure of the space is 
distinguished from the structure of the flat space no too distinct. What is more it can assume that 
the symmetry of the Minkowski space-time is induced by physical properties of Universe fermions 
in a degenerate state when 0=oT . It allows to solve not only the problem of the Universe 
planeness [1] but also to solve the problem of the observer horizon (the isotropy problem of the 
cosmic microwave background from the observer horizon of the Universe [1]).  
The detection and the research of the neutrinos background of the Universe are the attractive 
problems. These problems do not seem the unpromising one in the case of the high neutrinos 
density. The main idea is it now for us what the normal matter (not neutrinos) acts as the Brownian 
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particles by the help of which it can make the attempt to receive the estimation of parameters 
characterizing of the Universe dark matter. In the first place the use of the beta decay in all 
modifications suggests oneself [1]. Here there are the results raising us hopes by the work with the 
tritium, when by the search of the neutrino mass in most experiments it was detected the plateau 
instead of the energy spectrum dip, what was allows to advance a hypothesis on the presence of 
the appreciable neutrino halo within the limits of the baryon protocloud of Solar System [1]. 
Moreover, in like experiments it was received estimations of variations of the tritium decay period 
[33]. In consequence of this it gains in importance the further monitoring of parameters 
characterizing the weak interaction.  
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